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I. Introduction
Basically, VaR is a risk control tool and itself not a source of profit. Needless to say, investment
results will be decided by the accuracy of the return prediction of the investing assets. In this paper,
tactics of the investment decision making process, how to use VaR control smart, will be discussed
other than how to forecast assetreturns appropriately and precisely.
Usually, pension funds or insurance companies perform ALM analysis before investing and can fix
the surplus or the loss of their assets versus their liabilities by using Interest rate instruments. The
pure risk-taking, absolute return mandate investment will be conducted aiming to get an absolute
amount of profit in order to increase the surplus, or compensate the loss. VaR controlled investment
is the most popular strategy for that purpose.
In the section II, mainly, VaR controlled investment is defined and Its superiority is discussed. In
section III, the method of risk allocatmn, not cash allocation, is developed. Others such as the effect
of the short strategy and advanced VaR controlled investment is also discussed.

II. Superiority of VaR controlled Investment
I. The Best Strategy
Under the condition that allowed maximum VaR amount (Vo) is fixed (VaR is defined as
2.33*volatility*amount

of asset mix if the limit probability of the draw down is set I%.), the

investment amount is decided by the size of volatility of the investment asset mix. In order to
maximize the total amount of profit from the investment, the asset mix whose return per unit
volatility is maximum should be chosen as the optimal one. This investment strategy is defined as
VaR controlled investment.
r: return

volatility
fig. I Optimal point of VaR contiolled investment
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and positive

return
(a) - (d):

In terms of the probability that the return falls short of a certain return level (rO), the condition that
average return from strategy X--Yk>l-

is smaller than that of strategy X-is as follows:

GO

l-(G+GO)+2GGo
t.0
GO= IZ(x; p, a)dx

initial probability density distribution

modified probability density distribution of

fig. 7 Change of the return probabihty density distribution
Usually, this condition of k is to be very near to 1. The reason why, in order to improve average
return, the probabihty to chose right strategy (long at posttive return and short at negative return)
should be almost 1 is that there is a certain extent of chance to loose much by short strategy and
empirically this ISright, winning small and losing much.

III. Risk Allocation Method
1. RoR - Risk Plane
At return prediction, each view for each investment assethas each time horizon. It is not appropriate
that predictions for asset returns are performed only on fixed time horizon base. For each asset,
appropriate time horizon will be set when return prediction is performed.
Based on a random walk assumption, the size of standard deviation for returns become wider in
proportion to the square of the size of the time period. (In actual, although, each asset has each
volatility structure, and this specific structure will easily be implimented.)
The popular formation to find maximum Sharp Ratio point on the efficient frontier for two assetscan
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2. Tulle - Horizon of Returns
In the VaR controlled mvestment here, each tulle horizon IS taken into account as using Si defined
the followmg definition.

Si =

ri
2 33*aiJw

In the case the return is recalculated for unit time horizon base; the result will be as follows:

ri
2,33*aixtime_horizon
This “time horizon adjusted return on risk’ can be used only in the formula described the previous
section and this allows appropriate consideration about time-horizon.
a return pass and its volatility band

Return

I

time

fig. 9 The volatility band
IV Advanced VaR Control
1. Portfolio of Japanese Insurance Companies
At Japanese insurance companies, in terms of the market value weight of the asset,Japanese stock
portfolio is dominant and its risk (volatility of market value) is almost all the risk, which should be
taken care of.
In this section, the model is introduce as follows:
(Ps+PO) X 2.33 cr < VO + k(Ps-PsO)
Ps. market value of a risk asset
PsO:initial market value of a risk asset
PO. market value of the other assets:constant
VO:initial allowed VaR amount
VO = 2.33*(PsO + PO)* cr 0
o : volatility of the whole assets
(7 0: initial volatility of the whole assets
In this model. VaR is controlled and the amount of maximum VaR increases as the risk asset’s
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